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Author’s response to reviews:

Answer to Editor comments: Editor Comments: Figures: Each figure has to be able to stay alone. Answer: Thank you for your suggestion. We separated each figure alone. Please describe abbreviations in the figures' caption. Answer: Thank you for your suggestion. We added abbreviations in the figures' caption. Figure 5: Please express the survival rate as percentage. Please delete the decimals (x-axis) as you show only full years. Answer: Thank you for your suggestion. We changed survival rate as percentage and delete the decimals (x-axis). Figure 1 b: It should be part of quality control to display the entire stem of the prosthesis. We understand that the main focus of the manuscript lies on the acetabular component. However, a better image may prevent the readers' suggestion that the stem was not evaluated sufficiently. We would like to leave the decision to exchange the image to the authors. Answer: Thank you for your suggestion. We changed X-rays according to your advice. Keywords: Please try to choose more meaningful keywords. Answer: Thank you for your suggestion. We changed keywords to revision total hip arthroplasty, KT plate, allograft, beta-tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite.